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Abstract
Magnetic particles under the influence of an alternating magnetic field act as localized
heating sources due to various loss mechanisms. This effect has been extensively
investigated in hyperthermia studies over the past decades and has recently been
applied at the molecular level to control the dehybridization of DNA molecules. As
a result, it has the potential of controlling and studying biological systems.
To ensure that the nanoparticles are the only source of heat requires a very efficient
system that minimizes heat transfer from sources other than the magnetic field. A
quantitative analysis of the requirements and the design of such a system was investi-
gated and tested experimentally. Although the results were affected by transmission
line effects, the theory supporting the approach is sound and explains the crucial
parameters that are necessary for optimizing localized ferromagnetic nanoparticle
heating.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the dawn of civilization mankind has labored to improve the quality of life by
understanding and controlling natural phenomena around him/her. From controlling
the destructive nature of fire to power the first steam engines to writing programs
that dictate the behavior of welding machines in car factories, man has always looked
for a way to automate and simplify dangerous and tedious processes. Up until the
20th century mankind had focused on controlling his/her external world, but with
the advancement of knowledge in the biomedical sciences mankind was starting to
manipulate internal biochemical processes to help cure diseases. In this process,
parallels between the external world of machines and the internal world of biological
processes had been drawn up whereby mankind has been striving to control and
understand the complex internal processes that not only mimic but has the potential
to augment his/her external world.
Cell biology represents the epitome of bottom-up processing technologies where
individual processes are specified in detail and are then linked to other processes until
a complete system is formed. Cell biology also offers proof that there is at least one
existing kind of nanotechnology comprising of devices that carry out numerous func-
tions within living cells . These include using ribosomes to synthesize new proteins
according to its DNA code, molecular motors that move components within cells and
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even chloroplasts that convert light into chemical fuel. The nascent field of nanotech-
nology in the 21st century promises to offer unprecedented access and control to the
intracellular realm that previously seemed elusive.
Nanoparticles are much smaller than a cell(10-100pm) or a virus(20-450nm) but
along the same size of a protein (5-50nm) or a gene (10-100nm long and 2nm wide) [64].
As a result they have been extensively used in medical studies primarily because of
their non toxicity, inject ability, biocompatibility and high level of accumulation in
target cells[37]. Nanoparticles that have been conjugated with chemical groups that
can be recognized by cells, could allow for site-specific drug delivery, especially if the
ligand can bind to surface biomarkers [4][13][26][43][14]. These nanoparticles could
also help in imaging cells using MRI for early disease detection since they can act
as magnetic resonance contrast agents[77][11] [22]. It has been demonstrated that
iron oxide nanoparticles can be conjugated to arabinogalactan, which is sensitive
to the asialoglycoprotein receptors present on normal hepatocytes. [4][6]. It has
also been demonstrated that pancreatic cells can be targeted using secretin as a
ligand[75]. In addition, it has recently been shown that nanoparticles can also be
used to control biomolecular activity [33]. Hamad-Schifferli[33] covalently linked a
1.4nm gold particle to a primary amine in a hairpin loop (molecular beacon) and its
absorbance (at 260nm) was observed under the presence and absence of an applied
magnetic field as documented in Figure 1-1.
'Induction heating', commonly used in industry to heat macroscopic samples
(length scales > 1cm), is the same method that metallic nanoparticles are used as
antennas. When placed in the presence of a electromagnetic field the induced currents
in the nanoparticles are converted to heat by the Joule effect. Since biological systems
are temperature sensitive this property was recently utilized by Hamad-Schifferli,K.
et al.[33] to control DNA dehybridization. Hamad-Schifferli, K. et al. determined
that the effective local temperature produced by the nanoparticle was 35'C which
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is 13 0 C above the ambient temperature sufficient to denature proteins and DNA.
In addition, the process is entirely reversible since localized heat can be dissipated
to the surrounding medium making this technology extremely attractive. However,
induction heating is not the only heating mechanism that can be utilized to control bi-
ology. Other nanoparticles, ferromagnetic in particular, generate heat predominantly
through other relaxation methods rather than induction [42] [35] [76].
These ferromagnetic nanoparticles were first used by Gilchrist et al. [28] [65] in the
presence of an alternating magnetic field to heat up micrometer magnetite particles
injected into the subserosa of dog intestines. The field of magnetic fluid hyperthermia
allows for adequate energy deposition in target cells and not in surrounding bone and
other tissue allowing for a highly selective tumor killing system [69] [24] [54] [1] [68] [61] [49]
unlike regional hyperthermia [63]. This is highly desirable since some target regions of
the body are only accessible by highly invasive methods,e.g., brain tumors[27][25][31]
and prostate carcinomas[40].
Generating an alternating magnetic field efficiently is therefore central to this
process of controlling biology with the help of nanoscale heat sources. Many authors
have documented the frequency and strength of the magnetic field generated by their
induction coils [52] but the efficiency of such systems have not been analyzed. This
thesis will investigate, theoretically and empirically, the necessary design parame-
ters for an efficient coil necessary for developing the use of nanoparticle heating for
biotechnology. Relevant background material will be introduced in chapter 4, followed
by theoretical design parameters for induction coils in chapter 5. The experimental
setups designed and built are covered in chapter 6 while the results and conclusions
are covered in chapters 7 and 8 respectively.
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Figure 1-1: Inductive coupling to nanocrystals linked to DNA and evidence of
dehybridization. a, Sequence of the hairpin molecule,M. The molecule is self-
complementary at the ends for 7 bases, with a primary amine in the loop to which
a 1.4nm gold nanocrystal is covalently linked. b, Absorbance at 260nm (A260) of a
solution of M in alternating magnetic fields (squares). Arrows indicate when the alter-
nating magnetic field is on/off. Circles, response of N (no nanocrystals) in alternating
magnetic field [33]
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1.1 Motivation
The localized heat generated from the low concentrations of nanoparticles has to be
maximized to effectively denature the biological species it is attached to. The alter-
nating magnetic flux is the crucial parameter in magnetic nanoparticle heating. It is
as a result of this magnetic flux that the nanoparticle undergoes various relaxation
schemes to generate heat [42]. There are several different electrical circuit configura-
tions, that can be used to generate a magnetic field, but the easiest way is by using
a single-layer coil. This thesis will investigate the design parameters of single-layered
coils necessary to optimize the heating of the ferromagnetic nanoparticles.
The devices used to generate the magnetic field are vital in the successful imple-
mentation of this method. There are papers that document the details of the coils
used in generating the magnetic field necessary for hyperthermia research[76]. They
do not, however, discuss the necessary parameters of the coil that would optimize the
heating process. This raises the question whether the data obtained is independent of
the coil. The reason is partly due to not correlating existing electromagnetic theory
with empirical results and as a result not knowing what variables play a key part in op-
timizing nanoparticle heating. For instance, most authors have been concerned with
investigating either the frequency (1) or magnetic field strength H independently,
rather than from a more physical point of view such as energy supplied (which is
proportional to f H2 ) . This study will aim to shed light on these concerns.
1.2 Specific Aims of this Study
Until now there has been a very qualitative and empirical understanding of the
processes involved in heating nanoparticles. This thesis will plan to "'quantify"'
and provide a theoretical backbone for the processes involved.
* This study will investigate this energy approach of heating magnetic nanopar-
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ticles.
* Coil parameters necessary to maximize nanoparticle heating.
By achieving these goals this study will help quantify the coil requirements for the
magnetic nanoparticle heating system and also will generate results that are not a
function of the coil used and only the characteristics of the nanoparticle solution used.
1.3 Background
1.3.1 Nanoparticles
A nanoparticle is a small cluster of atoms(10 2 to 103) with a typical size of 1-100
nanometers. Nanoparticles can be metal, dielectric, semiconductor , as well as hy-
brid structures (e.g., core-shell nanoparticles) that can be grown into various shapes
such as nanospheres, nanorods, and nanocups. They are typically used in biomed-
ical applications acting as drug carriers or as quantum dots in quantum information
processing[56]. There are also many known techniques for conjugating metal clus-
ters and biomolecules [58]. Multi-dimensional arrays of nanoscale metal clusters can
be created by using unique biomolecular characteristics such as DNA hybridization
[50][81].
Magnetic material are subject to hysteresis losses where energy is lost during one
cycle of changing magnetic field, whereas paramagnetic materials (like gold) have
a linear response and are not subject to hysteresis losses. Magnetic nanoparticles
sometimes result in single magnetic domains that make them superparamagnetic.
This is because the small volume of the nanoparticle allows for its magnetization
to be easily affected by thermal fluctuation. Generally tiny magnetic particles are
superparamagnetic and empirically Fe3 04 particles that are smaller than 10nm in
diameter do not have any hysteresis effects. There is, however, experimental evidence
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that power losses exist that are comparable with anisotropic particles[16] [35] [42]. As a
result, relaxation processes such as Brownian and N6el are responsible for the heating
processes of such particles that do not demonstrate hysteresis losses.
Typical magnetic nanoparticles have a magnetic core (usually magnetite Fe304, or
maghemite -Fe2O3) with a biocompatible coating[73] [39] [4]. Magnetic nanoparticles
are non-toxic unlike alternative alternative nanoparticles made of cobalt or nickel.
As a result they are the nanoparticles of choice since they can be used for biological
applications [38].
1.3.2 Heating Mechanisms
There are essentially two different mechanisms of heating experienced by the nanopar-
ticle in the presence of an alternating magnetic field. Both mechanisms exist in both
magnetic and non-magnetic nanoparticles - the extent of the heating is the only dif-
ference. Eddy current heating is negligible in small sized particles (< 15nm).
Power Dissipation in Non-magnetic Nanoparticles
Faraday's law of Induction suggests that a change in the magnetic flux generates an
electric field and in effect a flow of current in a conductive medium. The resistance
to this induced current[32] generates the power loss due to heat.
V E dB (1.1)
dt
Faraday's Law with E as the Electric Field and B as the Magnetic Flux Density
The remaining Maxwell's equations help to derive the power lost as heat in the
presence of a magnetic field.
dD
Vx H= J+ dt(1.2)
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Ampere's Law with H as the Magnetic Field Density, J as the Current Density and
D as the Electric Flux Density[45][82]
V.B = 0 (1.3)
Gauss's law for magnetism with B as the Magnetic Flux Density[45][82]
V.D = p (1.4)
Gauss's law for electricity with D as the Electric Flux Density [45][82]
Equations for power conservation can be derived from Maxwell's equations[7]. This
is as follows.
V.(E x H) = H.(V x E) - E.(V x H) (1.5)
V.(E x H) = H.(- d )- E.(J+ d) (1.6)
d 2 +1 2
V.(E x H) + (-H2 EE + E.J = 0 (1.7)
The final equation expresses the most general energy conservation situation. In that,
when energy is supplied to a coil E. J term it is converted into an electromagnetic wave
and a magnetic field (The E.J term includes the resistive losses of the coil). It is this
magnetic field and electromagnetic wave generated that the nanoparticles get exposed
to. Therefore, the sum of the energy density of an electromagnetic wave V.(E x H)
and the energy stored in an electric field and magnetic field -j (ipH2+ EE2)
should be equal to the loss generated (E.J term) by the nanoparticle with a conduc-
tivity -, dielectric constant of c and magnetic permeability of P.
The power generated due to eddy current loss can then be determined by taking
the volume integral of the square of spatial change in magnetic field strength density
(assuming quasistatic approximation for the nanoparticle) divided by the conductivity
of the nanoparticle.
P= P dV= (V x H)2 dV[82][76] (1.8)0 - 61 -
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Faraday's law suggested that a temporal change was only necessary in generating a
current, but the spatial change in magnetic field strength determines the magnitude
of the current. The depth from the surface of the particle necessary to drop the
magnetic field strength to e-1 of its strength at the surface is known as the skin
depth. The skin depth of a highly conductive material (a >> we) is given by the
following equation[45] [82] [23].
2
dp = (1.9)
Eq(2.24) suggests that in order to obtain appreciable heating, the frequency of oper-
ation should be fairly large to allow for a small skin depth. Typically, the skin depth
should be less than half the depth of the penetrating object[17][83].
Power Dissipation in Magnetic Nanoparticles
The first law of thermodynamics suggests that the internal energy for a system of
constant density and unit volume (U) is equal to the sum of the heat added (Q) and
the work done on the system (W) [72].
6U=6Q+6W (1.10)
Assuming that no heat is added to the magnetic nanoparticles 6Q = 0 and the
only work done is that by the magnetic field (6W = H . dB) The final result is then
6U = H . 6B[72] (1.11)
H is the magnetic field intensity vector(A m 1 )
B is the magnetic flux density vector (T)
The applied magnetic field intensity and the resulting magnetic flux density occur
in the same direction, reducing Eq(1.11). to
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6U = H 6B[72]
where H and B are magnitudes
The general equation for the magnetic flux density B is
B = po (H + M) [82][45] (1.13)
where uo is the magnetic permeability of free space (4 irx 10-) and M (A m-1 ) is
the material constant for Magnetization and is a function of the applied field
M = XH[82][45] (1.14)
where x is the magnetic susceptibility of the material.
Substituting Eq(1.13).
internal energy gives
into Eq(1.11). and solving for the cyclical increase in
AU = -Yo JM dH (1.15)
This equation suggests that magnetic work is converted to internal energy if mag-
netization lags the applied field. To determine the amount the magnetization lags
the applied field requires defining x as a complex number
X = X - iX"[72] (1.16)
If the applied magnetic field is sinusoidal, it can be expressed in the Euler's form
as
H(t) = Re[Hoed t ] = Hocos(wt) (1.17)
22
(1.12)
and the magnetization constant M then becomes
11(t) = Re[XHoe"'] = Ho[X'cos(wt) + X"sin(wt)] (1.18)
Substituting Eq(1.18) in Eq(1.15) causes the in-phase component (x' term) to vanish
leaving only the out-of-phase component (x" term) of x.
27r
AU = 24oHox j Wsi2 wtdt (1.19)
Eq(1.19) gives the energy converted in one cycle and has to be multiplied by the
frequency to get the overall volumetric power dissipation.
P = f AU = poirX"f H02 (1.20)
With the help of Shliomis's [74] relaxation equation for a motionless magnetic fluid in
an alternating field the X" term can be related to macroscopic material parameters.
In his relaxation equation (Eq(1.21)) MO is given as MO = Xo HO cos wt where Xo is
the macroscopic equilibrium susceptibility.
JM(t)
6t
1
= 
-(0 - M (t))T (1.21)
where T is the relaxation time of the fluid
Substituting Eq(1.18) as M(t) and Mo = Xo Ho cos
x=Xo = X"X 1± ir 1 + (WT) 2
wt into Eq(1.21) gives
+ 1 + 2
23
(1.22)
Therefore x" = 4Ig Xo and can be substituted into Eq(1.20) to give
P = 'poX 1H 2f WT [72] [46] (1.23)01 + WTF
There are two types of relaxation processes that the ferrofluid experiences.
1. Brownian Relaxation - occurs when the magnetic moment is locked in the
crystal axis of the particle, requiring that the particle rotate to align the mag-
netic moment with the applied field[67].
_3r7VH
kT = (1.24)kT
where
,q - the viscosity coefficient of the fluid
k - the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10-23 J K- 1)
T - absolute temperature (K)
VH - Hydrodynamic volume of the particle - 47rR3 (1+ j)3
2. Neel Relaxation[57] [76] - at higher frequency brownian motion ceases and a
second mechanism (Neel Relaxation) starts to dominate where the magnetic
moment within the particle rotates with the applied field.
TN exp I (1.25)TN-TO 1 (.52 F2
47rR 3
= 3 (1.26)kT
where
K- anisotropy constant
A typical ferrofluid can have Brownian and Neel processes going on in parallel, as a
result an effective relaxation time can be determined as follows
1 = 1 + (1.27)
7 Tb TN
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and the resulting relaxation constant T plugged back into Eq(1.23) to obtain accurate
power dissipation values.
Magnetic Hysteresis
Hysteresis is well known in ferromagnetic materials. It involves ferromagnetic
material absorbing some portion of an external magnetic field such that even when
the external field is removed the material remains magnetized. It represents an energy
cost for the magnetic dipoles that are 'lagging' with respect to the applied field. In
such materials the relationship between magnetic field strength (H) and magnetic
flux density (B) is not linear. The relationship between magnetic field strength (H)
and magnetic flux density (B) is not linear in such materials. A plot of B against H
gives a curve that flattens out with further increase in magnetic field strength. This
point where the magnetic field strength results in no further change in flux density is
called magnetic saturation.
Similarly reversing the magnetic field gives a similar curve beyond zero flux density
but translated from the original curve by an amount known as the remanent flux
density or remanence. This translation is due to the fact that ferromagnetic materials
tend to retain some of the magnetism induced in them making it a permanent magnet.
On the other hand, to bring this magnetization to zero requires a negative coercive
field H, which depends on particle dimension[53]. As a result power loss due to
hysteresis depends on both frequency and particle dimension.
Plotting this relationship for all magnetic field strengths results in S shaped loops
similar to Figure 1-2. The area of the middle bit of the S represents the work done
on the system and represents the heat generated by a ferromagnetic nanoparticle in
the presence of an external magnetic field.
Figure 1-2: Hysteresis in Ferromagnetic Materials[82]
1.3.3 Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)
Specific absorption rate is a method to quantify the mass-normalized rate of RF en-
ergy absorption in human tissue [19]. It is commonly adopted in bioelectromagnetics
research as a method to quantify the rate of electromagnetic energy deposition in tis-
sue, primarily in in vitro magnetic fluid hyperthermia studies. In such studies, SAR
(J s-1 kg- 1 quantifies the amount of energy converted by the magnetic particles in
the presence of the magnetic field. This is usually determined from time-dependent
calorimetric measurements that measure the rate of temperature rise after applying
the magnetic field (as seen in Figure 1-4). The typical experiment setup used to mea-
sure SAR (Figure 1-3) typically consists of a sample holder (that is well insulated)
placed in the center of a coil while recording temperature changes with a tempera-
ture probe. Typical temperature profiles are similar to that of Figure 1-4 with an
initial temperature rise till thermal equilibrium is reached (flat part of curve). This
is followed by an exponential decay in temperature as soon as the magnetic field is
turned off.
Due to the fact that SAR is measured as the initial temperature rise it can be
26
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Figure 1-3: Experimental setup for SAR measurements[42]
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mathematically expressed as
SAR = c (1.28)dt
where
c - specific heat capacity of the solution (J kg- 1 K- 1) which is a weighted average of
the specific heat capacity of the magnetic particles and solvent
dT - initial rate of temperature rise with respect to time
The previous section described the various methods by which the magnetic particle
generates heat. These mechanisms depend on frequency f, magnetic field strength H
and material dependent constants ,. SAR should also have a form that describe
dependency on such parameters. Empirically SAR is found to be
SAR c kf" Hm  (1.29)
where
k is a frequency-dependent material constant incorporating r, and other parameters
Jordan, A. et al. along with other researchers have [42][35] reported in agreement
that the empirical value of m is equal to 2 and n is 1. Although these are empirical
results they are based in theory since Eq(1.23) and Eq(1.29) are of the same form
(where k clumps up many of the terms). Therefore it is only reasonable to think
of nanoparticle heating in terms of power delivered and not independent terms of
frequency and magnetic field strength.
The Electroquasistatic Regime
Referring back to Eq(1.7), Maxwell's equations have been used to obtain the most
general expression for the conservation of electromagnetic power[45] [82] [18] [21] [41].
d 2 +1( 2)
V.(E x H) + d( 2pH2 + E2 + E.J = 0 (1.30)
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Eq(1.30) accounts for the conservation of all power generated by an electrical system.
An electrical system that is provided with power will generate an electromagnetic
wave (V.(E x H) term)[10], some resistive losses (E.J term) and will have some
energy stored in an electric and magnetic field (A (IpH2 + cE 2)).
A coil is commonly known as a device that generates a magnetic field in a region
of operation known as the quasistatic regime. When power is supplied to a coil, some
is lost in coil resistance, a portion of it is lost as electromagnetic waves and the rest is
stored in a magnetic field. The next section proves that Eq(1.30) is still valid despite
the fact that the electromagnetic wave generated is neglected in circuit theory.
The foundations of electric circuitry assumes that the quasistatic regime of Maxwell's
equations is being obeyed. The assumptions for the electroquasistatic regime are as
follows
V x E =0 (1.31)
V.(cE) = p (1.32)
d
V x H = J + -(EE) (1.33)
dt
The main difference is between the equations of the quasistatic regime and Maxwell's
equations is V x E = 0 which assumes that the time rate of change of magnetic flux
does not affect the spatial distribution of the electric field. This is only valid within
a certain frequency range, beyond which circuit theory breaks down and alternate
methods have to be used.
Assume a characteristic length 'L' and a characteristic time 'T' and applying it to
Ampere's Law and Gauss's law for electricity gives expressions for the exact values
of E and H[82].
V.E = - -=> E- = -(1.34)
C L c
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E pL (1.35)
C
dE H cE
V xH = e - =--- (1.36)dt L T
H = L p (1.37)
T T
(1.38)
Determining the actual value of E and the comparing the two Es to obtain the error
in this approximation.
V x Eactuai dH (1.39)
dt
Eaduai 
_ pH 
_ pL 3  (1.40)
L r r
Eactuai 
_pL
3 e _ eL2  (1.41)
E -rpL -2
Ea < 1* << 1 (1.42)
E cT
where c is the speed of light. This proof suggests that electrical systems can be
analyzed using circuit theory if operating in the quasistatic regime - namely the
wavelength of operation should not comparable to the characteristic length of the
system.In this study, the frequency of operation will enable the coil to be treated as
a circuit element.
By setting V x E = 0 suggests that although an electromagnetic wave is generated
(due to the ! term) it hardly affects the entire electrical system and can be ignored.
Nevertheless, Maxwell's equations always hold and power supplied to a coil is con-
verted into resistive heat, a magnetic field and a small portion in an electromagnetic
wave.
Applying Eq(1.30) to a coil suggests that the magnetic power density stored is
expressed by the term. This has uncanny resemblance to Eq(1.29) suggesting
that there must be some correlation.
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Chapter 2
Coil Requirements
To maximize heating in the nanoparticles most of the power source's power has to
be effectively transferred to the nanoparticles. The efficiency of the system should
be maximized and one way of accomplishing this is by maximizing the magnetic field
generated by the coil. This requires understanding various coil characteristics and
honing in on design parameters necessary to maximize heating in the nanoparticles.
2.0.4 Operating Below the Self Resonant Frequency
An ideal inductor is a device that stores magnetic field in an electrical circuit. It is
usually denoted by the electrical symbol
Lideal
A practical inductor, on the other hand, has resistance and capacitance in the turns of
the coil (Rparasitic and Cparasitic respectively) and even inductances and capacitances
in the wire leads (Llead and Cead respectively)[23][51][60].
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Clead ---\
0
Rparasitic
Lideal
C parasitic
Equivalent Circuit Model for Practical Inductor
The above model may be simplified by assuming that the lead inductances Llead are
typically smaller than the ideal inductance Lideal and can be neglected. Similarly, the
lead capacitances Cead can also be considered smaller than the capacitances set up
between the coil's windings Cparasitic.
The simplified equivalent circuit model for the inductor now consists of a series
combination of Rparasitic and Lideal in parallel with Cparasitic.
p
Rparasitic
Lideal
Simplified Equivalent Circuit
Cparasitic
Model for Inductor
The impedance of this simplified circuit can be written as
1 1 1
Ztotai Z1 Z 2
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C
(2.1)
where
Z1 = 3 wLideal + Rparasitic (2.2)
and
Z2 (2.3)
3 iCparasitic
This simplifies to
1 
_ W2 Cparasitic (3 WLideal + Rparasitic) + 1 (2.4)
Ztotai J WLideal + Rparasitic
Ztota wL + Rparasitic (2.5)1 - w 2LCparasitic + 3 wCparasiticRparasitic
This is the expression for the impedance of an inductor over all frequencies. At
low frequencies, the parasitic resistance term dominates and the impedance is approx-
imately Rtarasitzc. As the operating frequency increases, the Lideal starts dominating
the impedance at
Rparasitic (2.6)
Lideal
Further increase in frequency, increases the impedance due to Lideal and decreases
the impedance due to Cparasitic. At a specific frequency known as the self resonant
frequency, the impedance due to the Lideal and Cparasitic become equal. The impedance
of the overall equivalent model is real and at a maximum at this point. Above the
self resonant frequency, the Cparasitic dominates the equivalent circuit decreasing the
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impedance with increasing frequency.
WO 1 (2.7)
Operating below the self resonant frequency is the first requirement for an inductor
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Figure 2-1: Impedance plot of a 0805HQ16N inductor by CoilCraft[23]
used in nanoparticle heating especially since nanoparticle heating has been demon-
strated at upto 1GHz.
2.0.5 High Quality Factor
Rparasitic
Lideal
Cparasitic
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Power supplied by the power source to the simplified inductor model can be given by
the relation
p = I2Z (2.8)
Z is the impedance of the inductor model in Eq(2.5) and is a complex number.
Z = Zreai + J Zimaginary (2.9)
As a result, the power supplied gets distributed to both the real (resistance) and
imaginary (reactance) parts of the impedance.
p = I 2 Zreal + J I 2 Zimaginary (2.10)
The real part of the power is the amount of power that is dissipated as heat. This is
apparent when a power source is connected to a resistive circuit. All the power from
the source is supplied to the resistor which dissipates the power as heat.
Physically, the imaginary part of the power corresponds to the amount of power
stored in an electric or magnetic field of the device. Therefore, the power supplied
by the source is distributed into the resistive (wasted) portion and the portion where
power is stored in an electric/magnetic field. The ratio of the power stored to the
power dissipated gives an indication of the 'quality' of the device and is known as the
Quality Factor (Q)[66][70]. Eq(2.11)can also be considered to be the phase angle of
the equivalent model (8).
I 2 Zimaginary 
_ Zimaginary = E (2.11)
I 2 Zreal ZrealI
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Quality factor is often used when dealing with coils used in tuned circuits where
the inductance determines the resonance frequency and the sharpness of the tuning
depends on 'Q'. The circuit below is an example of a tuned circuit made up of a
resistor, inductor and capacitor in series with a sinusoidal voltage source. All passive
components are assumed to be ideal.
I L
Vsource R
Figure 2-2 is a plot of the magnitude and phase of the transfer function of a typical
series RLC circuit. The 'peakiness' of the frequency response curve depends on the
ratio of the peak height of the curve to bandwidth at a height of - of the peak
height. This ratio is the Quality Factor of a resonant tunable circuit.
Q = WO (2.12)
IW2 - WI1I
where wo is the resonant frequency, W2 and w, are the two frequencies that correspond
to the half-power heights at Pak
The phase plot of Figure 2-2 concludes that the equation of Q in Eq(2.11) is
the same as Eq(2.12). This implies that the more familiar Quality Factor of tuned
circuitry and the Quality Factor of a passive element share the idea that both are
different ways of representing the phase angle of the circuit.
At resonant frequency (wo) the tuned circuit and the equivalent inductor model are
both resistors having a Quality Factor and phase of 0. Below resonant frequency both
circuits are inductive (phase angle is f) where the energy is stored primarily in the
magnetic field.
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Figure 2-2: Magnitude and Phase plots of High and Low Q series RLC circuits[47]
2.0.6 Designing Coils of High Quality Factor
2.0.7 Types of Coils
There are essentially three families of inductance coils [78].
1. 'Air-cored' Coils
Coils that have no magnetic material comprising of their core are known to be
'air-cored.'[3] [29]
2. Coils with Laminated Iron Cores
Such coils have cores that are made up of thin sheets of ferro-magnetic materials.
These cores are 'stamped out' from large sheets of material and layered with
insulating material parallel to the direction of the magnetic flux. This is to
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reduce losses due to eddy-currents induced in the core[15][62][71]. The thickness
of the laminations depend on the frequency of operation; At higher frequencies
the laminations must be made thinner. Leakage flux in the air surrounding
the closed-cores are usually assumed to be negligible due to the high magnetic
permeability of the core material. Even if an air-gap is introduced, the length
of the gap would just reduce the flux density and not affect its distribution.
3. Coils with Dust Cores
Dust-cores are cores that are made up of compressing a composite material
of ferro-magnetic particles coated with an insulating 'binder' material into a
uniform mass[48] [9] [44] [79]. As a whole the material will possess magnetic
properties that depend upon, but are different from, the particles it is com-
posed. The important property of dust-cores are that they behave similar to
gapped-laminated cores. The magnetic flux passes alternately through magnetic
particles and the in between non-magnetic gaps forming an effective uniformly
distributed 'gap.'[59] This happens even if the material is made into a closed
core and the gap-ratio is the ratio between the gap length between adjacent
particles and their mean diameter[80].
Of the three families of coils, the air-cored coils have the least material parameters
involved and are therefore the easiest to investigate. This thesis will involve the use
of air-cored coils but the conclusions of this investigation can be applied to the other
coil families and the relevant works are cited.
2.0.8 Air-cored Coils
There are three flavors of 'air-cored' coils. They are
1. Single-Layer Solenoids
These coils or 'solenoids' are long and thin coils consisting of a single layer of
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wire wound such as to minimize the insulating gap between turns.
2. Multilayer Solenoids
These coils are made by 'layering' the windings on top of each other repeatedly.
3. Toroids
Coils that are wound in the shape of a torus are known as toroids.
2.0.9 Inductance formulae
Single-Layer Solenoid
The series inductance of such a coil is given by Eq(2.13).
L = 41-FrrN10- 9H (2.13)
where
N - number of turns
1 - length of coil in cm
r - radius in cm
This equation is derived by assuming that the current through the coils are similar
to an ideal 'current sheet.' In order for this equation to fit this approximation there
should negligible spacing between the turns, strips are used instead of round wires
and there is very little fringing so the coil length is much greater than the its diameter.
If the coil were to have a length of the same order as its diameter, then a correction
factor has to be introduced. The correction factor, known as the Nagaoka constant
Ka, is a function of the radius:length ratio and is given in Eq(2.14).
K1 2(2.14)
1 + 0.9(1) - 0.02()
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If the turns are spaced far apart and round wire is used, a further correction multi-
plicative factor Eq(2.17) should be introduced and Eq(2.14) should be multiplied by
this factor.
Fl( A +B)1
Factor = 1 - 1NA J (2.15)
d
A = 2.3 log 1.73- (2.16)
c
B = 0.336 1 - 2 5 (2.17)
where
d - diameter (cm) of circular conductor
c - winding pitch
Multilayer Solenoid
The inductance formula of Eq(2.13). can also be applied here because the spacing
between the turns is usually small enough to have negligible effect on the inductance.
Although the inductance can be determined by the number of turns and the overall
dimensions of the windings as in the single-layer case. The Nagaoka constant K,
differs from that of Eq(2.14). and is a function of length, mean radius and depth of
windings. Fig(2-3) is a cross-section diagram of a multilayer coil where the depth of
windings 't' and the mean radius of r, and r 2 are illustrated.
1
Kn =(2.18)
1 + 0.9(r) + 0.32(i) + 0.84(Q)
where
t - depth of windings
r - mean radius of coil
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Figure 2-3: Dimensions of multilayer solenoids
Toroids
Fig 2-4(a). is a toroid of small winding depth, whereas fig 2-4(b). is one with deep
windings. A critically important ratio is the (A). If this ratio is small the inductance
t 
t
Figure 2-4: Toroid Dimensions
can be accurately estimated to be equal to that of a long solenoid of r = a and
I = 2-rro.
1 2irr 2
L = 27N 2 ro - 10- 9H (2.19)
ro
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The magnetic field intensity distribution over each turn's cross-section starts to no
longer become uniform if the ratio is increased. An 'effective radius' then replaces
the ro term and is given as
reff = 1 + 1-(2.20)
The inductance is then given as
7rN 2 a 2
L = + 1- 10-9 H  (2.21)
To roY
The effective radius deviates very little from the mean radius ro even in toroids that
do not have circular cross-sections. In general, a fairly accurate method of calculating
the inductance of toroids if the cross-sectional area of one turn is known.
L = 4FN2 A10- 9H (2.22)27rro
2.0.10 Losses that reduce the Quality Factor
Skin Effect
A conductor carrying an alternating constant amplitude current will generate a con-
stant amplitude alternating magnetic field concentric to the axis of the wire. This
field further induces currents, known as 'eddy-currents[8]', within the conductor that
dissipates more power than when operating in d.c. These 'eddy-currents' effectively
nullify the current and shield it from the magnetic field at the center [5]; while increas-
ing the currents on the surface of the wire. As a result, the current flow not through
the entire conductor but rather on a 'skin.' The thickness of this skin gets smaller as
the frequency is increased, decreasing the effective area of cross-section increasing the
'resistance' to the flow of current.The resistance of a wire is then proportional to --.
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Fig(2-5a) illustrates this current distribution in the conductor due to eddy-currents.
(a)
CUIfWNTS
(b)
DI IECTION
OF EDEN
Figure 2-5: Skin effect and Proximity effect in a conductor
'Skin depth' is defined as the radial depth into the conductor from the surface that
the magnetic field has dropped to e 1 of its value at the surface. The formula for the
'skin depth' can be derived from Maxwell's equations and can be expressed in the
form of Eq(2.24) and some typical values are listed in Table (2.1).
2
6= 1 104.cm
2-ir pf
(2.23)
(2.24)
Material Depth of Penetration (cm)
Brass 12.7
Aluminum 8.3
Copper 6.6
Table 2.1: Penetration Depth for Common Materials
Infact the a.c. resistance of the wire can be expressed as the d.c. resistance multiplied
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by a factor. This factor is a function of the ratio of the diameter of the wire to its
skin depth (d).
R= Rde (1 + F) (2.25)
where
F - (b)
Rd, - DC resistance of wire
A plot of (1+ F) against (4), in Fig(2-6). has the factor F negligible since skin effect
is not prevalent at low frequencies. At high frequencies (1 +F) is seen to become equal
to (d).
Figure 2-6: Plot of A.C resistance factor ((1 + F)) against ratio of wire diameter to
skin depth (( )) necessary calculate skin and proximity-effect losses
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Proximity Effect
In addition to skin effect losses, there is also 'resistance' to the flow of current due
to the magnetic field generated from neighboring loops of wire. Therefore, at any
point in the wire eddy currents are generated due to the magnetic field due to the
current in that loop as well as the perpendicular magnetic field due to the current
from neighboring loops as in Figure (2-5b). The dominating loss between the skin
and proximity effects depends on the number of turns, spacing between the turns and
shape of the windings[36]. Eq(2.26). gives the power loss due to a circular wire.
P 8s8 = -Rdcd2H2G.102W atts (2.26)4
where
H - r.m.s. magnetic field intensity (A/cm)
G - Numerical factor
d - diameter of wire (cm)
The numerical factor G is dependent on the ratio between the diameter of the wire
and the depth of penetration. Figure (2-6b). is a plot of G against (j) and helps to
indicate two distinct regions. At low frequencies, the value of G equals to - ( )
suggesting that the power loss due to the proximity effect is proportional to f2. At
higher frequencies, G is approximately j (4) and the power loss due to the proximity
effect is proportional to VT
Total Power Loss
From Fig(2-6). there are two distinct frequency ranges where eddy-current formulae
can be derived.
- At low frequencies losses are mainly due to the proximity effect.
Losses c f 2 < 2].
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The total resistance due to skin and proximity effects is given by Eq(2.27).
d 2R = Rdc1 + F + - .G (2.27)
where
Rdc - DC Resistance
d - diameter of wire (cm)
c - distance between loops (cm)
- At high frequencies losses are mainly due to the skin effect and proximity effect
both exist.
Losses or v/Tf. [ > 5]
If the turns of the coil are not packed close together, the total resistance ex-
pression for a single-layer solenoid is given in Eq(2.28) [12], where u is a function
of the number of turns and the ratio of the coil length to mean radius. If the
turns are packed close together such that 4 is greater than 0.5, Medhurst [55]
suggests that Butterworth's results are erroneous and Eq(2.29) should be used.
R = Rd( 1+ F +udG (2.28)
R = IRde (dp (2.29)
Fig(2-7) of u against 1 gives the appropriate values of u as measured after Butterworth
and Fig(2-8). is a plot of p against for calculating the losses using Medhurst's
equation.
An interesting observation using Medhurst's method is the maximum resistance (6
times greater than when straight) is achieved when the coil length is 0.7 times the
mean diameter of the coil, mainly due to the 'proximity effect'.
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Figure 2-7: Butterworth curves for calculating eddy current losses
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Figure 2-8: Medhurst curves for calculating eddy current losses
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2.0.11 Design Considerations for Optimizing Q in Single-
Layer Coils
From the previous section the quality factor of a single-layer coil is proportional to
Vf/ at high frequencies. The Quality factor is also dependent on the radius of the coil
and a spatial factor 'k' and is expressed in Eq (2.30)[34]. Fig(2-9) [55] is a plot of k
for various coil dimensions.
Qo = kr f (2.30)
where
r - mean radius of the coil
k - spatial factor that depends on the length ratio and on relative spacing of turnsradius
Fig(2-9) suggests that, for a given radius and spacing between turns, the maximum
Q increases dramatically with increase in coil length till the length equals twice the
mean radius. Beyond this length the rate of increase of maximum Q is relatively
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smaller.
Two design parameters can be drawn from Fig(2-9) to maximum Q for single layer
coils.
1. Optimum spacing between the turns depends on the 4 ratio (diameter to wind-
ing pitch). For short coils (length less than twice the radius) 4 should be about
0.55 and can go up to 0.95 for long coils.
2. As the 4 increases, Q decrease. And as y increases the Q increases initially and
not so much beyond twice the radius. Welsby suggests that a good compromise
is to have I of 1 and of 0.6.
The reason why Welsby suggests using a i may seem arbitrary but has its roots in
the self-resonant frequency of the coil. Eq(2.7). suggests that increase in the self-
capacitance of the coil turns decreases the self-resonant frequency of the coil, reducing
the operating frequency range for the single-layered coil. To maximize the frequency
range of operation of the coil the self-capacitance of the turns has to be minimized.
Fig(2-10). is a plot used to estimate the self-capacitance of a single layer coil [55]. To
keep the self-capacitance to a minimum for a given diameter requires the coil length
to be approximately equal to its diameter.
2.0.12 Verifying Welsby's Equations and Design Parameters
for High Q Coils
Fortunately Welsby provides an example of single-layer coil design in [78] which can
be verified using modern finite element electromagnetic solvers.
A coil is required to work at a frequency of about 5Mc/sec and is to have
an inductance of 20pH. The self-capacitance is to be such that the self-
resonant frequency is at least 30 Mc/sec. and the Q at 5 Mc/sec. must
not be less than 230.
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Figure 2-10: Coil Dimensions and Self-Capacitance for Single-Layered Coils. C is
capacitance in pF. Coil Length and Capacitance are normalized with respect to Coil
Diameter (in cm)
Welsby starts off with his design compromise of having the coil length equal to coil
diameter and wire diameter to pitch equal to 0.6. With the help of Fig(2-9)these
coil dimensions would give a 'k' of approximately 0.10.Eq(2.30) can then be used to
determine a value for the coil radius.
Q =(2.31)
kjf
230
r = 0 (2.32)
0.10 \f5 103
r = 1.03cm (2.33)
Assuming an upper-estimate of IpF for the self-capacitance (6 is less than 1 in Fig(2-
10)).The self-resonant frequency ,using Eq(2.7), is determined to be approximately
35MHz. Since this meets the self-resonant frequency requirement ,the self-capacitance
is definitely within acceptable bounds.
The next step is to determine the number of turns of coils needed to get an inductance
of 20pH.
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4qr2r2 N2 K
L = 472r2 n.10--3 (2.34)
where
K 1 .= 2 (2.35)
1 + 0.9 () -0.02 2j
Substituting i = 0.5 gives..
1
K = 0.69 (2.36)
1 + 0.45 - 0.005
L= -2.76762r 2 N 2 10- (2.37)1
N 2 - 1000Ll _ 1000 * 20 * 2.76 (2.38)
2.767r2r 2  2.767r2 * 1.032
N = 38 (2.39)
with a turn pitch of 2 = 0.054cm and wire diameter of 0.054 * 0.7=0.038cm.
Therefore, a 38 turn coil made of wire diameter 0.038cm and coiled to give a turn
pitch of 0.054cm was programmed into the student version of Ansoft's Maxwell elec-
tromagnetic solver. The coil was determined to have an inductance of 16.5puH with an
error of 6.6%. Despite the value of inductance being slightly off several similar sanity
checks were performed giving confidence in the coil design proposed by Welsby.
Coils that operate below the self resonant frequency and have high quality fac-
tors should optimize creating the magnetic field necessary for nanoparticle heating.
Increasing the quality factor of a coil involves reducing the lossy skin and proximity
effects. Welsby has quantified these effects and has drawn up charts to help increase
Q for the various coils manufactured today (toroidal, single and multilayer coils).
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup developed is very similar to that utilized in hyperthermia
studies (Figure 1-3 [42]). The basic setup includes a sample holder that is placed in
the center of a single-layer solenoid. The coil is placed in an insulated bath that allows
for cool water to circulate cooling the coil back down to its initial temperature. The
coil is connected to an RF signal generator and amplifier while the current passing
through the coil is measured with the help of a current probe. The current allows for
the calculation of the magnetic field in the center of the coil. SAR measurements are
then made with the help of a temperature probe placed in the sample.
This chapter will document the experimental setup that was developed and used
in this study. It will follow a chronological order of the various equipment that was
developed to supplement this study.
Apparatus Used
o RF-immune Temperature probe
Most temperature probes utilize metallic components that are easily affected by
magnetic fields. A thermocouple for instance, would easily register the incor-
rect temperature due to eddy currents induced in the probe. The temperature
probe needs to sit inside the sample which is being placed inside the coil. There-
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fore, this calls for a probe that wont be susceptible to magnetic fields. Fortu-
nately there are a class of temperature probes that are not only flexible and
have small dimensions, but are non-metallic and ideal for SAR measurements.
Luxtron@Corp. manufacture fiber optic probes that have a non-metallic tem-
perature dependent material placed in the tip. Changes in temperature changes
the tip's material properties which is detected by the light that is passed down
the fiber optic probe.
* Signal Generator
HP 8648D was used
Specs: Range of operation - (9kHz - 4GHz), Max Power output OdBm
" Amplifier
Amplifier Research model- 100A250A
Specs: Range of operation (10Hz - 250MHz), Max Power output 100W
" Oscilloscope
HP 54615B was used
" Water Chiller
Neslab RTE111
" Current Probe
Tektronix AC Current Probe P6022
Specs: 935 Hz to 120 MHz, 6 A Peak
" Ferrotec EMG705
Ferrofluid manufactured by Ferrotec@consisting of magnetite (Fe3 0 4 of size
10nm and Ms of 220 Gauss) in water with a surfactant.
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3.0.13 A Chronology of Setups
The first setup is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 3-1 with the actual built setup
in Figure 3-2. Epoxy was used to make sure that there was a watertight seal and to
glue the various pipette bits together. The setup was only intended to demonstrate
Water In Pggqoupply
Sample
coil * er
Air Jacket
Temperature Probe
Figure 3-1: Diagram of First Design
heating qualitatively with EMG705. Figure 3-3 illustrates the relative temperature
difference between the ferrofluid and that of the water control. It also demonstrates
the need for cooling the coil down since the temperature spikes mainly due to resistive
heating. The ferrofluid also cools down to the ambient temperature when the power
supplied to the coil is stopped. However the design made it difficult to insert the
sample so another alternative design was made. Figure 3-4 is the illustration while
Figure 3-5 is the actual setup built. The second setup made it easy to insert the
sample (tiny glass pipette as seen in Fig 3-5) and results obtained were very convincing
that magnetic nanoparticles could heat up to very high temperatures. Until now these
were merely setups made to verify the extent to which the nanoparticles would heat
with the choice of coils made. Once this was confirmed, there was a need for a setup
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Figure 3-2: Actual Setup
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Figure 3-4: Second Design
Figure 3-5: Built second design
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where it would be easy to change out the coils repeatedly and also allow for the
measurement of current through the coil.
Code was written in National Instruments@ Labview 7.1 was used to control the signal
generator, amplifier and oscilloscope. Labview 7.1 was also the software of choice to
code a SAR calculator and other post-processing tools necessary for analyzing results.
The third setup allowed for easy change of coils and samples. Figure 3-7 is an external
view of the setup. It had plastic pipes that would feed water into the plastic canister.
The coil was mounted into the plastic lid and there were leads that would allow for
the attachment of the current probe - this is better seen in Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9.
The coil could easily be switched out since the plastic lid could be twisted off the
plastic body. Teflon tape was used to ensure that no water leaked from the canister
and the coil and the sample holder was the same glass pipette used for the previous
designs The problem with the third setup was that it was not electromagnetically
shielded. This posed as a serious risk since it would affect the other instruments in
the laboratory.
After enough machine skills had been acquired a robust, shielded system was
desired that would allow for the easy swapping of coils and samples. The system
was designed with the help of Solidworks@. The mechanical drawings drawn up for
the coil housing and cooling system (affectionately known as R2D2) are drawn up as
follows.
The setup was placed in a EMI shield purchased from McMasterCarr@. The
following page documents the technical diagram of such a shield.
The shield was modified to allow for electrical and water connections to R2D2.
Holes were drilled to allow for panel mount double-ended female BNC connectors as
well as panel mount quick disconnect pipe fittings. The electrical connections utilized
modified solderless phono plugs to avoid any wire fracturing due to soldering and
repeated assembling and disassembling of setup. Pictures of the modified EMI shield
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Figure 3-7: External view of the third setup
Sample Holder
Coil Leads
Figure 3-8: Close up on coil leads and sample holder opening
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Figure 3-9: Disassembled view of third setup
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Figure 3-10: Overall Structure of R2D2
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Figure 3-11: Sample Holder for R2D2
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as well as R2D2 and the electrical connections are on the next couple of pages. Figure
3-13 and Figure 3-14 shows the coil setup in its disassembled state and assembled
states respectively. All materials (except for the coil and leads) were chosen to be
non-metallic to avoid electromagnetic images[2]. Overall, the apparatus built were
Figure 3-13: Dissasembled R2D2 showing all component parts
similar to those used in hyperthermia studies. The apparatus successfully allowed for
rapid cooling of the coil and accurate temperature measurements (due to RF immune
probe) allowing for SAR to be measured of the sample by the two different coils.
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Figure 3-14: Assembled R2D2
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results
At first glance, the results suggest that coils with greater quality factors require
less energy to heat nanoparticles than those with lower factors. However, when the
results proved to be dependent on coil used it suggested that either some theory was
overlooked or something was not accurately measured. On further investigation it
was realized that transmission line effects due to the coaxial cable were affecting the
results obtained.
Two different coils were chosen to heat a solution of ferromagnetic nanoparticles
(EMG705 by Ferrotec®) and water. The coils chosen were 132-09SMJ and 132-
19SMJ and were manufactured by Coilcraft@. Figure 4-1 below gives plots of Q vs
frequency for the two different coils.
An initial test sequence was run at 1MHz intervals from 51MHz to 65MHz. The
power applied to the sample was constant at every frequency, requiring values of H
to drop as the frequency increased to maintain the product f H 2 constant. Figure 4-2
is a temperature profile plot of water and EMG705 over time for which the sequences
in Table 4.1 were applied. Similarly Table 4.2 lists the sequences that were run
with the 132-09SMJ coil and Figure 4-3 is the temperature profile plot of water and
EMG705 over time. Both plots confirm that the ferromagnetic nanoparticles heat up
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Q vs Frequency for two different coils
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Figure 4-1: Q vs frequency for CoilCraft® coils[20]
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Figure 4-2: Temperature of Water and EMG705 sample using 132-19SMJ coil
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Frequency (MHz) Magnetic Field Strength H (A/m)
51 1465
52 1450
53 1437
54 1423
55 1410
56 1398
57 1385
58 1373
59 1362
60 1350
61 1339
62 1328
63 1317
64 1307
65 1297
Table 4.1: Sequences that were run with 132-19SMJ
significantly more than the control solution containing just water.
The two coils had different responses and hence worked with different values of
f H 2 . There is a suspicion that dielectric heating is the primary cause of the heating
in the water and not resistive heating. This makes it difficult to relatively compare
the results obtained. Thompson et al. uses a circuit approach to ferromagnetic heat-
ing. Using this method it is possible to estimate the extra energy needed for the coil
to reach the same Magnetic Flux Density (H). This assumes that the ferromagnetic
sample has a greater resistance (R,) than plain water (this is because the ferromag-
netic sample is made of ferromagnetic particles suspended in water). By obtaining
and normalizing the gains of the amplifier (Table 4.3) it is possible to compare the
efficiency of the coils.
Psample =N 2 1 2 Zcoil+sample (4.1)
Pwater = N 2 _ 2 Zcoil+water (4.2)
Psampie 
- Pwater 
_ Rsample 
- Rwater (4.3)
Pwater Rwater
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Frequency (MHz) Magnetic Field Strength H (A/m)
51 846
52 837
53 829
54 821
55 814
56 807
57 800
58 793
59 786
60 780
61 773
62 767
63 761
64 755
65 749
Table 4.2: Sequences that were run with 132-09SMJ
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Figure 4-3: Temperature of Water and EMG705 sample using 132-09SMJ coil
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Figure 4-4: Lumped circuit model of heating mechanism [76]
f (MHz) 132-09 H20 132-09 EMG705 132-19 H2 0 132-19 EMG705
51 3869 3901 1739 1982
52 3862 3891 1587 1737
53 3784 3830 1515 1659
54 3679 3671 1524 1580
55 3564 3556 1423 1444
56 3488 3484 1282 1321
57 3429 3427 1167 1185
58 3332 3325 1060 1138
59 3250 3236 1004 1099
60 3160 3146 1000 1069
61 3069 3056 1031 1099
62 2983 2965 1108 1170
63 2972 2952 1202 1276
64 2839 2885 1341 1366
65 2799 2772 1558 1531
Table 4.3: Gain Tables for 13209 and 13219
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Normalizing the power gets rid of the heating dependence on the number of turns of
the coil. It also removes the f H2 dependence since the current dependence is removed
when normalized. This should give some indication of the efficiency of the different
coils utilized. Figure 4-5 suggests that 132-09SMJ requires less energy than 132-
Extra energy needed to heat sample
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Figure 4-5: Extra energy required by coils to heat sample
19SMJ to heat up the nanoparticles. Verifying this with an enlarged portion (Figure
4-6) of the Q plot suggests that although the difference in Q is tiny 132-09SMJ is a
better coil than 132-19SMJ. When values of SAR were determined for the different
coils and were normalized the results (Figure 4-7) for the different coils did not follow
the Q plots as expected. This meant either something was wrong with the theory
involved or the data was being collected incorrectly.
Transmission Line effects have hindered the results of these experiments. Further
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Figure 4-6: Blown up section of Q plot[20]
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Normalized SAR with water SAR subtracted out
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Figure 4-7: Normalized SAR of data from the different coils
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investigation suggested that inconsistent results were being obtained from the current
probe. It would give different readings of current at different locations on the wire
and in different orientations. Although the coil was operating in the electroquasistatic
regime the coaxial cables, utilized in making the connection to the coil, suggested
that the change in current along the cable shows a considerable change. This raises
into question the results obtained particularly since different cable lengths (affecting
results obtained) were possibly used every time the apparatus was setup.
Although the results obtained are probably not useful since transmission line ef-
fects would mean that the current through the coil and magnetic field was not constant
as it was hoped to be. However, if the system were to be impedance matched to allow
for minimal transmission line effects, the current experimental setup should deliver
the results as expected. In addition, it could be possible to predict nanoparticle
heating behavior given device parameters of the coil. If the inductor can have its
characteristics lumped into parameters that involve resistors, capacitors and induc-
tors; it would suggest that nanoparticle heating normalized with coil characteristics
could also be predicted. However, the old model for inductors predicts an error of only
1% if operating at a frequency f = SRF [30]. Considering that the classical function
of inductors, as electrical circuit components, would not challenge the old inductor
model brings into question whether it is valid at all for high frequency applications.
4.0.14 Failure of the old model
The old model is applicable up to an arbitrary frequency equal to SRF/5. The
equations that help describe the impedance of the old model can be manipulated to
determine that the peak Q occurs at a frequency equal to R [30]. This value does
not compare to that quoted by inductor manufacturers. Typically values of Q peak
lower than the F factor by a range of factors from 2 to 50 but values of 3 to 10 are
typical [30].
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Another reason why this model fails miserably at high frequencies is that it cannot
predict Q behavior beyond the self resonant frequency. The imaginary part of the
impedance increases monotonically with frequency beyond the self resonant frequency,
subsequently blowing up Q. This could be remedied by adding a resistor in series with
the capacitor since it would lower the Q at high frequencies above the self-resonant
frequency and would also allow for adjusting the peak Q frequency (Figure 4-8).
However, Leslie suggests that the model is not robust enough and there are significant
difference between measured and predicted Q values [30]. Leslie suggests having both
R2
C
L
Figure 4-8: Model improved by adding a series resistor with the capacitor
shunt and series resistors for a better inductor model. The series resistor gives a Q
that increases with frequency whereas that in parallel gives a Q that decreases with
frequency. The combination allows for the peak Q frequency to be adjusted. The
new model that Leslie suggests allows for simple equations which can be solved to
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R2  R1
Figure 4-9: The better model for inductors
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find particular circuit elements.
max =1R 2  (4.4)
fR 1 R 2  (45)JQ(ma)= 27rL
Given the value for the peak Q and the frequency it occurs at the resistor values can
be easily determined.
R1 = 27rfQ(max)L (4.6)2 Qmax
R2= 2Qmax x 27rfQ(max)L (4.7)
Leslie [30] then goes on to relate the resistors to actual physical characteristics of the
inductor.
R 1 = KV = R,( fY (4.8)SRF
The series loss resistance of the inductor (R1 ) is typically given by Ky1f but Leslie
suggests that normalizing the loss resistance to the self resonant frequency is more
accurate. Hence R, is the series loss resistance and r7 should be between 0.5 and 1.
He prescribes an iterative procedure that would help derive the correct component
values for the model
" Inductor is set to the low frequency inductance value
" Capacitance is set to 15% higher than the manufacturers' minimum SRF data
1
C = 1(4.9)(2wFSRF)2 x L
" The resistor in series with the capacitor is set to 1M and r7 = 0.5. R, should
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then be adjusted till the peak Q is approximately correct.
* If the peak Q frequency is not correct - the SRF can be changed by adjusting the
capacitance or by changing the value of the resistor in series with the capacitor
(a higher value will lower the peak Q frequency).
" Repeat the process of moving the peak Q frequency and adjusting the peak Q
amplitude until it matches that of the data sheet.
" Adjusting the loss-correction term rl helps to modify the values of Q leading
up to the peak. Large values of r1 raises the low-frequency values and slightly
lowers the peak Q frequency.
By adjusting these values an accurate model for an inductor can be derived and
consequently its effect on nanoparticle heating can also be theoretically determined.
Overall, even though the data obtained requires adjustment due to transmission
line effects. The theory behind it is sound and the experimental setup has already
proven that SAR measurements can be easily and accurately made. By eliminating
transmission line effects, the results that will be obtained will open the door to further
analysis and discovery. It should also be possible to allow for theoretical determination
of nanoparticle heating given device parameters.
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